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Abstract 

Digital painting is one of the modern technologies which It can be adopted in the design of 

textile printed hangings, Design is no longer tied to traditional methods and techniques such as 

brushes and colors but the designer can bypass this with this modern technology and digital 

painting cannot replace traditional painting but it helps enrich the ways of drawing elements 

and ways of coloring in the design, It represents a balanced relationship between modern 

technology and design to provide the best solutions, and the digital painting tablets is a clean 

and tidy work environment for the designer and artist It provides them with all the capabilities 

they need to reach them goals so, it 6opens up more space for creativity. Corel Painter program 

is the best digital art studio. With it, the designer and artist can easily use many brushes and 

expression in drawing more realistically without stagnation and amazing final results with 

unlimited creativity. The value of the artwork using digital painting technique is to organize the 

elements by line, surface, and color it is not possible in the process of digital painting to transfer 

the target in a static way but the designer must understand the consistency between the various 

relationships and put them in the design harmoniously. The designer of textile printing during 

the design process does not work like this without controls or laws but he thinks through the 

rules and foundations that give his work in the end the character of stability and cohesion   
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